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Abstract

In this paper, we conduct research on the necessity and the way of introducing legal theory into college ideological and political education under legal environment. Education courses in colleges and universities should grasp of Marxism is the unity of scientific theories and scientific faith that causes the student to accept and agree with Marxism, to establish faith in Marxism. All faith in essence is the awakening of man "class consciousness", is the feeling of value and meaning of life, to leave this, any belief is not established, the establishment of Marxism belief is also inseparable from it. Therefore under the new media environment, the ideological and political teachers should actively change the teaching idea, set up the general modern education teaching idea, further strengthen the application of all kinds of new media in ideological and political education, only in this way can in maximum extent, improve the college ideological education level and education quality, and promote the healthy development of college students. Under this basis, this paper proposes the novel and new idea on the issues that will be innovative and helpful.
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Introduction

Education courses effectiveness of interactive teaching in the university, teachers and students can activate the two-way subjectivity, initiative and creativity, interest on the resonance between teachers and students that promote the teachers and students together to improve their comprehensive quality. Interactive teaching is very important for the emotional needs, including the emotional confusion, as character and the will, the emotion expressing rhythm, interest and motivation, emotional excitement and buffer points, and one of the most important emotional needs refers to the teacher teaches the knowledge and thinking habits and way of expression to the thoughts of college students and college students thought the actual acceptance, as the resonance is best thought politics theory class teaching interaction. Education courses in colleges and universities after years of exploration, and achieved certain results, contemporary college students' ideological and political situation positive, healthy and upward trend that could be reflected from the following aspects [1-2].

- Education courses in colleges and universities teacher is not only the imparter of knowledge, Marxism and Marxism belief important communicators. Communicators state of faith, quality and level directly an important effect on the spread of Marxism belief.
- In the process of belief education should attach great importance to the role of the irrational factors such as emotion, emotional motivation mechanism to tap into the students' beliefs. Education courses at the same time, colleges and universities teaching should not stay in the classroom theoretical teaching, through various forms of practice teaching activity, and should enhance the student to the real experience of life.
- The requirements to strengthen the practice teaching as the key point, as on the basis of that innovation practice education ways, to strengthen the educational practice base construction, to
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strengthen practice education funds investment to ensure that actively mobilize all sectors of the core resource integration. Diversification of the establishment of the college education teaching assessment and evaluation, is a complex and urgent need of research topic, not only should pay attention to students' knowledge of theoretical examination of that diversification, notice combine result evaluation and student conduct performance.

Even some scholars believe that the law ethical relationship and moral as the center, studies the legislation, law enforcement, judicial, law-abiding, and in the process to protect the contained and all sorts of ethical relationship and ethical issues involved, and reveals the essence and regularity, thus to provide the initiative and implementation of the law of value evaluation standard and basis, social function and effect of the law given by the people's moral consciousness and the influence of the social ethical relations carries on the analysis and explanation. In this special law, a wide range of the professional education, quality-oriented education has the basis and core position, and through the professional education of the law. Quality education goal is to enable students to have higher cultural quality, ideological quality, moral quality, psychological quality and the physical quality, learning to learn, learn to do things and learn to be human. The condition is reflected from figure one.

**Why Do Millennials Choose an Ideological Label?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ideological Label</th>
<th>Based on Social Issues</th>
<th>Based on Economic Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberal</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libertarian</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The Ideological and Political Education Condition.

To deal with the challenges and drawbacks of the current education paradigm, in this paper, we conduct research on the necessity and the way of introducing legal theory into the college ideological and political education under legal environment.

**Our Proposed Methodology**

**The Legal Environment.** Research of the current our country the legal system education, shows a tendency of deepening and refining that has the scholar of the specific studies the democratic legal education, legal education, economic legal system education, reflects the rich connotation of the legal system education. Environmental legal system in colleges and universities education occupies the pivotal status in the national environmental legal system education and it can effectively promote the improvement of the legal environment consciousness, so as to promote the sustainable development of our economy and society [3-4].

In general, the rule of law society fair, but the more fair law, the consequences may be more unfair, because people's position is different, can use different resources. In this case, the country can make some special the law to protect the weak, and to improve to protect them. University environment education of legal system, shows that as a kind of human education activities, goals and contents of the legal system education, etc., all have distinct times, it can along with the social development and as change constantly, thus in the era of the brand mark.
As environmental law of revolutionary change, it "to the traditional legal system and legal theory poses a challenge, in the past, people is the that make up the perfect concept of traditional legal theory, category of rights, obligations and the abstractness, logicality and of code can deduce feature that are reviewed by the standards of sustainable development". At the legislative level to adapt themselves to the construction of a harmonious society and legislation involves the scope is very broad, including people, people and society, man and nature, and the other important relationships. Legislative goal is designed for an orderly, harmonious social system is very important in building a harmonious society.

The Law Ethics. Legal education is an important part of a legal system, because it involves a country's legal system of quality education and legal professional personality shaping and social form of the rule of law thought. As one explanation mode, the mode although not representative of the people of the whole picture of reality, but it can from the ramifications of the human world will pick to meet the requirements of the theory of the core elements of the theory to the tone and the way forward. Because the model has these functions, and therefore it is necessary to deeply understand the basic principles of the building, so as to lay a rational foundation for theoretical study.

Legal ethics belong to the category of ethics or law category, scholars don't agree. Most scholars believe that the law ethics belongs to the law that can be seen as a sub discipline of law, and law philosophy, law, sociology, economics, etc. In fact, the current legal ethics research as also mainly within the law, of the national social science fund planning about the law is the moral foundation of topic also among the door of law, not belongs to philosophy and ethics. Some scholars believe that the law ethical category shall vest in ethics, specifically is applied ethics category, and economic ethics, political ethics, administrative ethics and general management ethics, environmental ethics is branch discipline of applied ethics which could be reflected from the figure two.

![Figure 2. The Law Ethics and Theoretical Comonents of the Legal and Law System.](image)

The author compares the legal ethics and ethical, legal, ethical and legal professional ethics, as professional ethics and three groups of general ethics concept that are shown below.

- Legal ethics and the ethics in general. So-called ethics is refers to the people in the long-term accumulation of social life and become the moral code of conduct to rely on to maintain the normal social life system. In a sense, it is fair to say a code of ethics is the result of the cultural custom rule breaking, or ethical rules itself is an organic part of culture.
- Legal ethics and legal professional ethics. Law ethics have broad and narrow sense. General legal ethics includes both legal professionals from ethics the inherent ethics also includes the legal system itself. It is the legal system of external ethics legal professional ethics. The former belongs to the entity in the field of ethics the latter belongs to the legal procedures in the field of ethics. Inner ethic is the purpose of the legal system and legal professional ethics is means.
- Legal professional ethics and that professional ethics in general. Different professions have different ethics is not only the inevitable demand for different professional nature also is the
inevitable result of the different professional points. Legal professional ethics is determined by the particularity of the legal profession. In essence, the legal profession is fixed points and check that protect social justice a special activity [5].

The Legal Education. From a macro perspective, all of human learning and behavior is nothing but truth and good two dimensions. Truth refers to the relationship between man and nature, and strives to make object conforms to the natural knowledge essence as the good points to the main body, seeks to meet the needs of the main body of knowledge. As superstructure, law professional cultivate legal talent as a practical subject, it is mainly from the Angle of goodness.

One of the legal educations is a vocational education. "Occupational education, the teaching goal mainly to professional skills but the law education and vocational education is different from general. It does not just train to appear in court judges, prosecutors and the kind of litigation defendant lawyer, it also shoulder the reason consciousness of social justice, to safeguard social justice. Thus, legal education must challenge at the same time the education thought is the development and the ethical consciousness education. Increasingly heavy and complicated relations in modern society, but also repeatedly in the any country is difficult to enact such a law system. Major cases of the complicated modern society more and more get the justice of case depend on the judicial personnel's knowledge and values and are not only familiar with the rule of law. The development of the society that is not because the law is close to perfect reduce the subjective requirements for the judicial person, instead of law increasingly demand a high degree of humanistic care, experience and rationality.

Each kind of legal education and its education tradition, legal system, closely related to cultural background. Today, both in legal education reform and construction of the country under the rule of the law, all must first recognize and eliminate the negative influence of traditional legal education.

The Ideological Education. According to the definition of the connotation of ideological and political education of the ideological and political education from the overall, both in ideological education and political education, and highlight the "political ideological education" and "political ideological content of education" as ideological and political education, so to speak, the logic of the ownership is the social education. Are different from other forms of social education, the ideological and political education is a special kind of social education activities, its subject and object, content and form, tools and methods, etc., are all different [6].

As is known to all, the ideological and political education process is according to the requirements of the certain social ideological and political educators and the educated the rules of the development of ideological and political quality formation of educatees exert purposeful, planned and organized education effects, prompting educatees to produce internal contradiction movement of thought. The people need to develop, also need to social development. Development is the hard truth that is the objective demand of the people and the society. The ideological and general political education can effectively meet the needs of the people's ideological and moral development, person's full scale development needs, as well as the needs of the social development. The vitality of the ideological and political education can able to constantly create and realize the value of this development.

The development of people is actually a by a natural person to the social transformation process, namely people's socialization process. People are always living in a certain social relations, a man is falling naturalness, enhance social, obtain the social essence of the certain social relations, is on the basis of social practice, to understand society, know society, accept and internalize in certain social norms, social relations and try to follow the social norms and practice [7].

The College Ideological Instruction. Comprehensive teaching mode can promote participation of the students, to push forward the theories teaching, practice teaching auxiliary further enhance teaching efficiency, promote the education courses of comprehensive practice teaching effect, at the same time, realize the theory teaching and practice teaching complement each other, realize education courses
teaching purpose, promote the students' comprehensive quality of that ascension, really is a common service implementation theory teaching and the practice teaching in ideological and political education. Scientific spirit is the deep structure of scientific culture include a set of values and norms that regulates the, is the core of the scientific and cultural structure. It constraint the behavior of the scientists on the one hand, by scientists internalization and form scientists' conscience; on the other hand, deep and gradually penetrate into the public consciousness, internalize the general public and as form scientific consciousness of the masses [8].

From the current practical teaching situation, college ideological instruction is effective interactive teaching design goals, that not only refers to the student ability to ascend, and is a two-way ability to ascend, effective interactive teaching can make students for life in the teaching activities, harvest their own knowledge, and internalizes quality and outer into ability, at the same time teachers themselves in the teaching activities especially in fighting with student's thought constantly improve their own knowledge system, improve their teaching ability and teaching level. Education courses in colleges and universities, therefore, effective interactive teaching value target is a focus on the teachers and the students both benefit degree, acceptance, sublimation, affection degrees such as a variety of teaching value goal, only in this way, can we truly achieve the ministry of education of ideological and political theory in colleges and universities and required by the department of the overall goal is good and true love for the rest of my life, all in all, adopting interactive teaching effectiveness that can improve the two-way influence of ideological and political theory course, persuasive and attractive.

Conclusion

In this paper, we conduct research on the necessity and the way of introducing legal theory into the college ideological and political education under legal environment. We believe that the law ethical education is the first responsible of that legal institutions. The establishment of this responsibility is associated with social mission of the modern university. The modern university has become one of the important systems in today's society. Says it is important to first of all not because of its contribution to knowledge and academic, but have a tendency to shoulder more social responsibilities, one of which is the shape and maintenance of the social moral responsibility. With the development of our country higher education enterprise, university will inevitably influence to society became more and more intensified. Before that, the university should be to their social responsibilities and missions have a sober understanding, rather than its limited role to impart knowledge and skills. Under this basis, this paper proposes the new perspective on the corresponding issues that is meaningful.
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